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Introductions

Trent Tharp
▸ I teach Biology, IPC, and 

Environmental Systems in a Resource 
and Co-Teach classroom settings at 
Rockwall High School 

▸ 17th year teaching special education

▸ Google Certified Level 1

Cheri Grimes
▸ I am an Instructional Technology Coach at 

Rockwall High School. 

▸ 14th year in Education. 

▸ Google Certified Level 2
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How can I incorporate 
technology in my 
classroom to help my 
students learn? 

Classroom
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GoodNotes Paper Thinglink



Work Smarter not 
Harder!

Paperless or just less 
paper?

Classroom
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1.
Google Classroom
Go paperless.  
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Classroom is a free, web-based platform that integrates your G Suite for 
Education account with all your G Suite services. These services include 
Google Docs, Gmail, and Calendar. Classroom saves time and paper, and 
makes it easy to create classes, distribute assignments, communicate, and 
stay organized.



First things First - What a normal day looks like

▸ My kids come in and grab their iPads

▸ Authenticate to login to the Internet

▸ Open Classroom App & look for learning objective and 
essential question on the board

▸ We will briefty discuss the essential question

▸ All of this takes about 5 - 7 min.

▸ We will then do the worksheet/activity

▸ We close with more discussion about the EQ
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I DON’T HAVE IT
I LOST IT!
The student can not say this when using Classroom 
(but we know, there is always that one student)
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The Good
▸ Works on all devices
▸ Speeds up assignment process
▸ Easy to use
▸ Easy communication
▸ Easy Checks for Understanding with 

Create Question
▸ NO PAPER!!

The Good, the Bad and the Ugly of Classroom

The Bad
▸ Have to upload work as PDF to use with 

GoodNotes
▸ It doesn't grade the work for you :)
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The Ugly
▸ The design is plain to look at. That is not a BAD, it’s just plain



Will this model of 
innovation work?

Blended Learning on an 
iPad
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GoodNotes



2.
GoodNotes
Writing on the iPad.  
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GoodNotes lets you take beautiful handwritten notes and annotate 
PDF documents. The handwritten notes are searchable and are 
created using a pioneering vector ink engine. Thanks to iCloud sync, 
your documents in GoodNotes will synchronize between your iPad 
and iPhone automatically.



Getting to the Goodnotes Stuff

How to go paperless 
-
The students click on the 
assignment in Classroom and 
open the PDF using 
GoodNotes.
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What to do with the work when they are finished?

After the Students have finished 
they upload their 
Assignment/Notes into their 
Google Drive. 
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To turn in their assignment they 
go back into Classroom and 
upload their work from their 
Drive.



The Good
▸ Easy to use
▸ Easy export of work
▸ Handwriting or typing on PDF docs
▸ Multi-colors for pen & Highlighter 
▸ Palm rejection for Smart Stylus

The Good, the Bad and the Ugly of GoodNotes

The Bad
▸ Only works on PDF files 
▸ Will not export straight into the  

Classroom assignment to turn-in
▸ It is not free
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The Ugly
▸ Just like Classroom. The design is plain to look at. That is not a BAD, it’s just plain



2a. 
ZoomNotes
Free Alternative to GoodNotes on the iPad  

ZoomNotes is the most versatile note-taking app, with smooth ink in eight 
different pens, text, unlimited zoom, sub-pages, linked sound recording, 
automatic palm rejection and much more.



The Good
▸ Handwriting or typing on PDF docs
▸ Lots of features
▸ Unlimited zoom
▸ Palm rejection for Smart Stylus

The Good, the Bad and the Ugly of ZoomNotes

The Bad
▸ Only works on PDF files 
▸ Lots of features (KISS)
▸ Will not export straight into the  

Classroom assignment to turn-in
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The Ugly
▸ It is cumbersome to use for our needs. 



What would my notes page 
look like if I could draw my 
notes how I see them?
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Paper



3.
Paper by 53
Drawing on the iPad.  
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When inspiration happens, put it on Paper. Paper is the best way 
to capture and connect your notes, photos, and sketches. Create 
checklists, spotlight details in photos, and sketch diagrams with 
unbeatable speed and ease — Paper is like a wall of sticky notes for 
everything that inspires you.



Going Paperless using Paper!

Drawing Notes
Using Paper by 53 to draw 
notes allows the students to 
have fun trying to be creative
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The Good
▸ Easy to use
▸ Easy to draw sketches
▸ Draw on Photos
▸ Draw Graphs
▸ Custom color palets 
▸ Palm rejection for 53’s Pencil Stylus
▸ Can smudge when synced to Pencil

The Good, the Bad and the Ugly of Paper

The Bad
▸ Does not sync between iPhone and iPad 
▸ Will not export straight into the  

Classroom assignment to turn-in
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The Ugly
▸ None the app looks good and is easy to use. 



How can I teach them 
when they are at home? 
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Thinglink



4.
ThingLink
Adding Videos to Notes.  
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ThingLink is the leading platform for creating interactive images and 
videos for web, social, advertising, and educational channels.

Be creative! Make your images come alive with video, text, images, 
shops, music and more!

Every image contains a story and ThingLink helps you tell your 
stories.



Linking Videos to Your Notes

Notes - Photosynthesis
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Solving a Quadratic Equation



The Good
▸ Easy to use 3 steps
▸ Easy to share link 
▸ Easy to embed into website
▸ Great way to reinforce notes

The Good, the Bad and the Ugly of ThingLink

The Bad
▸ Customization cost extra 
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The Ugly
▸ None 



“

”

The one quality which sets one man apart from another - the key 
which lifts one to every aspiration while others are caught up in 
the mire of mediocrity - is not talent, formal education, nor 
intellectual brightness - it is self-discipline
With self-discipline, all things are possible, without it, even the 
simplest goal can seem like the impossible dream

Theodore Roosevelt
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THANKS!
Any questions?
You can find us at -
@trenttharp   
trent.tharp@rockwallisd.org

@cherigrimes 
cheri.grimes@rockwallisd.org


